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What’s the problem with watching video online?

● Seems easy: connect to a 
remote server, fetch the video

● In reality, your Internet Service 
Provider (ISP) probably doesn’t 
have enough capacity [1] in its 
network for all its customers
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[1] Sathiaseelan, Arjuna, and Jon Crowcroft. "Internet on the move: challenges and solutions." ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review 43.1 (2013): 51-55.
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Video traffic has a share of 73% of all traffic already now, up 
to 83% at 2018

Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2016–2021, www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/complete-white-paper-c11-481360.html

*Though being old, this picture represents present forecast rather accurately
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ISPs don’t (quite) want to increase their networks’ capacity.
Then how to handle increasing video traffic without relying 

on them?
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How can network help with delivering video?
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Sadly, general-purpose caches have drawbacks.
● Limited capacity: more devoted to web-content

○ -> Videos are large, and may come in different qualities

● Video item is treated as a single piece
○ -> Difficult to request parts of it, difficult to cache parts

● Limited flexibility for content storage
○ -> No video pre-load, “dumb” caching
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Content Delivery Network (CDN)
Provides a pervasive 
caching network for specific 
content.

Notable CDN owners:

● Akamai
● Google/Youtube
● Facebook/Instagram
● Orange
● Netflix
● Amazon Web Services

9Picture from https://www.creative-artworks.eu/why-use-a-content-delivery-network-cdn/



Demo time!
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Multipath
Smartphones today have 2 (or more) long-range radiointerfaces (Wi-Fi, LTE). 
Why can’t they work together to deliver video (or other data)?
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https://www.ietf.org/proceedings/93/slides/slides-93-mptcp-3.pdf

Korea Telecom thinks 
the same:
Tests with Samsung 
Galaxy S6 in 2015



Can we use multipath with CDNs?

CDN server: 

serves clients multipath, 
but far away;

Cache:

only one path, but 
closer 

12Vitalii Poliakov, Lucile Sassatelli, Damien Saucez



Multipath+CDN
Network providers (ISPs) want to 
decrease load on networks for a 
given incoming traffic

-> Multipath should be harmful
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CDN wants to increase number 
of simultaneous users and 
quality of their video playback

-> Multipath should be beneficial 

How does multipath affect both 
parties’ performance in realistic 

scenarios?



CDN at low load patterns:

-> multipath improves situation!

CDN at high load patterns:

-> multipath turns clients into quality.
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ISP at low load patterns:

-> multipath brings more load

ISP at high load patterns:

-> multipath brings more load too



Multicast
Carry one flow for everybody and split it on 
the forks.

● Multicast traffic brings the same 
information to all destinations, so it’s 
more suited for live streams

○ TV boxes, however, can take some 
advantage of multicast for video on demand

 
● Protocol design and implementation is 

rather difficult: how to discover 
multicast sessions, how to make sure 
network supports them, etc.
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Quality adaptation?

Until recently, videos were stored at servers in a single piece, so you needed to 
request byte ranges:

-> Difficult to change qualities, very difficult to cache

17https://www.keycdn.com/support/byte-range-requests/



MPEG-DASH
But you can store a video in many small chunks for each quality!

-> Easy to skip parts, change quality, easy to cache

18https://bitmovin.com/dynamic-adaptive-streaming-http-mpeg-dash/



Demo time!
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But selecting a good segment quality is not easy.
Several quality adaptation algorithms exist:

● Rate-based: select quality basing on download bitrate

○ stick with the quality which video bitrate is close to download bitrate

● Buffer-based: select quality basing on playback buffer occupation [1]

○ if client’s buffer is too low at selected quality - decrease it to fetch more 
segments before it’s too late

● Algorithms involving optimizations [2]

○ Assuming that network conditions are known for next short time window, 
we can select a quality which should lead us to achieving the objective
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[1] Huang, Te-Yuan, et al. "A buffer-based approach to rate adaptation: Evidence from a large video streaming service." ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review 44.4 (2015): 187-198.
[2] Yin, Xiaoqi, et al. "A control-theoretic approach for dynamic adaptive video streaming over http." ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review 45.4 (2015): 325-338.
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So why does internet video work today?

Content providers try hard to be less dependent from network providers:

● CDNs, multipath, multicast - all these bring resilience and performance, but 
if they fail...

● ...Quality adaptation tries to smooth the user experience
● And for that the adaptation algorithms on clients have to be smart and 

anticipating.

What’s next?

● UltraHD
● Elevated framerates
● Virtual reality
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Thanks!
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